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	Mirza Amjad Baig Writer Profile
The name of Mirza Amjad Baig needs no introduction of any kind and has been a renowned individual who has been busy providing for different books every now and then. He has launched countless writing pieces and most of his stories are based on the subject of suspense. The stories written by this individual have ...
	M.A Rahat Writer Profile
M.A Rahat is an individual who has been working with the publishing of the novels based on the detective oriented and suspicious stories. He has been writing for years and years and has launched countless stories based on thrill and suspense for the readers. This writer has a gained a nice amount of people all ...
	Mohinuddin Nawab Writer Profile
Mohinuddin Nawab is a very renowned writer who has been working as a writer from past more than fifty years. This personality was born in the year 1930 and started his career as a writer from a very young age. He has writer on the different subjects of Urdu literature and has also worked as ...
	Aleem Ul Haq Haqqi Urdu Writer Profile
Aleem Ul Haq Haqqi is a renowned writer who has written several novels, the genre he has been working upon is the fiction and his fictional novels have taken up the hearts of many readers. He has been working in the writing industry from the past many years and has gathered a very well settled ...
	Anwar Aligi Urdu Writer Profile
Anwar Aligi has been a very famous novelist who was born in the year 1944; he took his education from Aligarh University and held a degree of M.A in Urdu literature. Urdu was his subject and so his capability to write the best novels in Urdu was also in consideration. He wrote numerous famous stories ...
	Rukhsana Nigar Adnan Urdu Writer Profile
Rukhsana Nigar Adnan is a very famous name in the industry of novel writing; most of her readers are women and a teenage girl. She highlights the life harsh realities by way of blending them in the form of love stories. She has a view point of life which is right on the mark of ...
	Ushna Kausar Writer Profile
Ushna Kausar has been a renowned name in the industry of novel; she is a writer whose writing style reflects the social and romantic genre. She has been a very famous writer among many people but most of her fame is among women. She has launched and released countless novels which are being read around ...
	Afshan Afridi Urdu Writer Profile.
Afshan Afridi is a currently trending novel writer who has been providing for much of the novels for these days. She has a romantic writing style and has launched countless novels based on live stories. She is writing for the famous novels and to date she has been able to create a famous place among ...
	Bano Qudsia writer Profile
Bano Qudsia is the name in the Urdu writing industry that needs no introduction in any way, she has been writing numerous novels and dramas from the past many years, till date despite of being standing at the age of 86 she writes and releases her publications every now and then. She has been working ...
	Amna Riaz writer Profile
Amna Riaz is the name in the Urdu writing and poetry which is renowned from the day she has entered the league. She has taken the topic of fiction and ethical association for her writing and has been working from the Okara City. She started her work by way of writing in the three famous ...

